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Abstract. We propose and experimentally demonstrate a shift-multiplexing complex spectral-domain optical
coherence tomography (shift-multiplexing CSD-OCT) method, in which the maximum detection depth of
SD-OCT can be greatly extended by incorporating the shift-multiplexing of detection positions with CSD-
OCT. The tomographic imaging with twofold or threefold microscopic slides as the target sample is performed.
The experimental results show that the tomographic imaging with more uniform brightness and clarity for
the different depth regions in a thick sample can be achieved by the shift-multiplexing CSD-OCT system.
In particular, even while the sample’s depth is beyond the maximum imaging depth of CSD-OCT system,
the tomographic imaging of this sample can still be realized by using the shift-multiplexing CSD-OCT method
without the need for any replacement of the equipment, such as high spectral capacity grating or high resolution
of CCD. The shift-multiplexing CSD-OCT system can perform the imaging with the optimization and less reduc-
tion of sensitivity for the deeper detection position in the sample. © The Authors. Published by SPIE under a Creative Commons
Attribution 3.0 Unported License. Distribution or reproduction of this work in whole or in part requires full attribution of the original publication, including its
DOI. [DOI: 10.1117/1.OE.53.1.014101]
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1 Introduction
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is an advanced optical
imaging technique that can be applied in imaging biological
tissue due to its noncontact and noninvasive high-resolution
capabilities for the semitransparent objects. Soon after its
first application, OCT became an effective medical diagnos-
tic and imaging tool in various fields of medicine, including
ophthalmology, cardiology, tumor margining, etc.1,2

Spectral-domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT)
is an OCT modality based on the Michelson interferometer
and the spectrometer. The light beam from a super lumines-
cent diode (SLD) source is divided into an object beam and
a reference beam via the beam splitter. After the object beam
is backscattered by a target sample at the end of the sample
arm and the reference beam is reflected by a mirror at the end
of the reference arm, the same spectral components of two
beams will interfere to form the spectral interference fringes
containing the depth information of the sample. After having
performed the inverse Fourier transform of the spectral
interference fringe, the tomographic image with the depth
information of sample can be obtained.1–7

As it is known, SD-OCT system can acquire certain depth
information of a sample without axial scanning by moving
the reflection mirror or sample. As compared to time-domain
OCT (TD-OCT), it does not need mechanical scanning in
the axial direction, so it can be superior to the TD-OCT in
data acquisition speed.3 Even if SD-OCT has a lot of
advantages, the depth-resolved imaging range of SD-OCT is
limited due to the presence of the complex-conjugate image

in tomographic imaging. The tomographic image and its
complex conjugate are symmetrical on both sides of the
direct current (DC) term in the entire image area due to
Fourier transform, such that only a half of the depth range
can be utilized. Thus, the spacing between the DC term
and the left (or the right) edge on the tomographic image
of SD-OCT actually determines its maximum detection
depth Dmax. In order to overcome the limitation of SD-
OCT, a complex SD-OCT (CSD-OCT) is introduced, in
which the entire image area of tomographic imaging can
be used to display depth information of the sample by the
removal of the complex-conjugate image with the phase
shifting method. The phase shifting method is a technique
that makes use of a phase shifting mechanism and algorithm
to eliminate the complex-conjugate image of tomographic
imaging. Thus, its maximum detection depth is twice that
of SD-OCT, that is 2Dmax.

7–19 Still, the available imaging
depth in CSD-OCT system is restricted by several factors,
such as the grating spectral capacity, the resolution of the
CCD, the coherence length of light source, and the optical
properties of the sample.4–6 The maximum detection depth
of the SD-OCT system is actually dependent on the existing
spectral capability of the spectrometer. Therefore, if the
tomographic imaging is conducted in a high scattering sam-
ple that may cause a strong backscattered light or in a deeper
detected position than 2Dmax, it is necessary to enhance
the depth imaging capability of the system by improving
the experimental setup or introduce a new method.6

In this paper, we propose and demonstrate a new tech-
nique of shift-multiplexing CSD-OCT, in which the maxi-
mum detection depth of SD-OCT can be greatly improved
by incorporating the shifted detection point with the removal*Address all correspondence to: Jiang Zhuqing, E-mail: zhqjiang@bjut.edu.cn
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of complex conjugate by a phase shifting method. The
shift-multiplexing CSD-OCT system can achieve optimized
imaging quality comparable to CSD-OCT without any
system modification, such as high spectral capacity grating
or high resolution of CCD. Moreover, the imaging sensitivity
is gradually decreased as the sample moves away from the
virtual image of the mirror in the sample path, i.e., the posi-
tion of zero path difference;6 that is why better tomographic
imaging of a typical SD-OCT system should be carried out
near the DC term. With our proposed shift-multiplexing
CSD-OCT system, the above-mentioned high-sensitivity
region of tomographic image can be actually made the most
of, and thus it can perform optimized imaging with less
reduction of sensitivity for the deeper detection position
in the sample. The experiments are also performed to dem-
onstrate the tomographic imaging performance of a shift-
multiplexing CSD-OCT system.

2 Experimental Setup and Principle
The entire image area on both sides of the DC term can
be used for imaging in CSD-OCT system because of the
removal of complex-conjugate image with the phase shifting
method. Our proposed shift-multiplexing CSD-OCT is
mainly based on the CSD-OCT technique combined with
regularly shifting of the primary detection locations in
the axial direction to extend available detection range of
sample.20–25

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the experimental setup
of shift-multiplexing CSD-OCT. The shift-multiplexing
CSD-OCT system is similar to the configuration of an
SD-OCT based on Michelson interferometer with the excep-
tion of an additional translation stage at the sample arm. The
light source in the system is a broadband SLD (S840 of
Superlum Corporation, Ireland). The light emitted by an
SLD source with a wavelength of 840 nm and spectral
width of 70 nm is used. The detection arm consists of a spec-
trometer containing diffraction grating, a lens, and a CCD
camera, which is gray-scale array CCD (GRAS-50S5M/C of

PointGrey Corporation, Canada). The piezoelectric ceramic
translation stage located at the end of the reference arm hav-
ing a mirror mounted on it is used to make the phase shifting.
In the sample arm, a translation stage is used to shift and
position the primary detection points.

In the shift-multiplexing CSD-OCT system, the position
of the virtual image of the mirror imaging on the sample arm
is defined as the primary detection position. The imaging
depth range centered at the primary detection position is
referred to as the effective detection range d, the value of
which may be taken as less than or equal to the maximum
detection depth 2Dmax of CSD-OCT. The tomographic im-
aging of the sample within the effective detection range d is
conducted after locating each of the primary detection posi-
tions. With the movement of the sample stage in the axial
direction, the primary detection position along the sample
arm can be shifted and located one after another. The location
of the mirror’s virtual image relative to the sample depends
on the optical path difference between the sample arm and
the reference arm. The optical path length between the two
adjacent primary detection positions is referred to as shift
spacing Δd.

Figure 2 is a schematic diagram for illustrating the shift-
multiplexing CSD-OCT scheme. The primary detection
position is initially set near the first inner surface of the sam-
ple, shown as position A in Fig. 2; then by the movement of
the sample stage with shift spacing Δd, the primary detection
position can be changed sequentially to positions B and C,
respectively. As the primary detection positions are located at
different depths of the sample, such as positions A, B, and C,
the interference images at the different depth segments are
collected by CCD camera, respectively. Thus, by means
of locating the primary detection position in sequential
order or selectively, the tomographic imaging around the
specified depth of the sample is acquired by implementing
inverse Fourier transform of the interference image. Then,
the phase shifting method is applied to remove the complex-
conjugate image. After all the cropped results are spliced
side-by-side, the composite image for the whole depth range
of the sample is completely achieved by shift-multiplexing
CSD-OCT.

Fig. 1 The experimental setup of the shift-multiplexing complex
spectral domain optical coherence tomography (CSD-OCT). SLD,
super luminescent diode; BE, beam expander; DF, density filter;
L, lens; BS, beam splitter; PZT stage, piezoelectric ceramic transla-
tion stage; M, mirror; CCD, charge coupled device; PC, personal
computer.

Fig. 2 The schematic diagram of the shift-multiplexing CSD-OCT.
BS, beam splitter.
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For implementing the tomographic imaging with the
shift-multiplexing CSD-OCT, the parameters such as the
initial position of the primary detection position, the shift
spacing Δd, the effective detection range d, and the collect-
ing times m at each primary detection position should be
determined according to the requirement of detection. With
respect to each of the primary detection positions arranged
toward the depth from the sample’s surface with equal spac-
ing, every set of phase-shifted interference pattern is col-
lected by CCD camera. As mentioned before, each set of
phase-shifted interference patterns, the complex-conjugate
image, and DC term of the tomographic imaging at each
primary detection position should be eliminated by using
the phase shifting method to obtain the tomographic image
without any conjugate image and DC term. To avoid the
complex-conjugate ambiguity of imaging, the four-step phase
shift method with the phase shift angle of π∕2 is used to
remove complex-conjugate and DC terms in tomographic
images. The conjugate-free tomographic images are cropped
symmetrically around the center of each image by using
the cropping parameter N to frame the cropping patterns of
them. The cropping parameter N is dependent on the effec-
tive detection range. Based on the shift spacing Δd, the splic-
ing parameter M can be calculated. All the cropped patterns
are spliced into one composite tomographic pattern with
the splicing parameter M, and thus the desired tomographic
image for the targeted sample is achieved with shift-multi-
plexing CSD-OCT.

The cropping parameter N and the splicing parameter M
are expressed as

N ¼ 2dn1ðλmax − λminÞB
λ20A

; (1)

M ¼ 2Δdn2ðλmax − λminÞB
λ20A

; (2)

where d is the effective detection range and Δd is the shift
spacing, of which the values are taken according to the detec-
tion requirement. A is the horizontal pixel value of inter-
ference pattern on CCD, B is the horizontal pixel value of
the conjugate-free tomographic image, λ0 is the central
wavelength of the near-infrared light emitted from an SLD
source, λmax and λmin are maximum and minimum wave-
lengths of the SLD source, and n1 and n2 are the refractive
indexes of the sample and air.

3 Experimental Results
To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed method, we
perform tomographic imaging for a target sample having
layered structure. In our experimental setup of the shift-
multiplexing CSD-OCT system, the two or three pieces of
glass slides are stacked together one upon the other to
form the layered structure of front and rear surfaces,
which is employed as the target sample. In the first experi-
ment, the target sample of 2.4 mm thickness consists of
two-layer glass slides with a refractive index of ∼1.5. The
shift spacing of 500 μm is set, and then eight primary detec-
tion positions can be located by moving the sample stage
with a shift spacing of 500 μm in the sample path.

According to Eqs. (1) and (2), the splicing parameterM is
equal to the cropping parameter N since the optical length of
effective detection range (in the sample) is taken as equal to
the optical length between two adjacent primary detection
positions (in the air) in the experiments. Accordingly, all
the cropped images with the same pixel number can be accu-
rately spliced side-by-side without the redundancy and defi-
ciency of tomographic information. By calculation, the ratio
of the shift spacing to effective detection range also makes
sure that there is no redundancy or deficiency of tomogram.

The refractive index of air n2 ¼ 1 and the refractive index
of the sample n1 ¼ 1.5, so we obtain the effective detection
range as 500 μm∕1.5 ¼ 333.33 μm. For tomographic imag-
ing over all the depth of the two-layer slides, eight interfer-
ence patterns, each corresponding to the primary detection
positions, are recorded by the CCD camera. After perform-
ing the above-mentioned technique, the recorded interfer-
ence patterns are transformed into eight tomographic images.
Then, the composite tomographic image of the two-layer
slides is obtained by orderly assembly of the eight tomo-
graphic images together, each of them covering the effective
detection range of 333.33 μm centered at each of the primary
detection positions.

Figure 3 shows the result of tomographic imaging for
the two-layer slides by shift-multiplexing CSD-OCT. The
composite tomographic image of the two-layer slides is
shown in Fig. 3(a), where the three bright lines are as
follows: the first line shows the front surface of the first
slide, the second line shows the rear surface of the first
slide and the front surface of the second slide, and the
third line shows the rear surface of the second slide, respec-
tively, in order from top to bottom. Figure 3(b) shows the
curve of the depth-dependent signal intensity corresponding
to the composite tomographic image. In Fig. 3(b), three
peaks each denote the front surface of the first slide, both
the rear surface of the first slide and the front surface of
second slide, and the rear surface of the second slide in
order from left to right. And the real position of the sample’s
tomographic surface can be calculated by the peak’s pixel
position.

Similarly, the tomographic imaging result of the two-layer
glass slides by CSD-OCT is shown in Fig. 4. As seen in
Fig. 4(a), the center bright line on the tomographic image
is the superposed surface of the two-layer glass slides.
The image for the superposed surface is bright and clear,
but it does not show clearly the front surface of the first
slide and the rear surface of the second slide. Figure 4(b)
is the curve of the depth-dependent signal intensity corre-
sponding to the tomographic image. In Fig. 4(b), the signal
peak indicates the position of the superposed surface formed
by the rear surface of the first slide and the front surface of
the second slide, and the signals marked out with dashed
boxes denote the front surface of the first slide and the
rear surface of the second slide, respectively. On comparing
the signal intensities in the dashed boxes of Figs. 3(b) and
4(b), we find that the tomographic imaging by shift-
multiplexing CSD-OCT is able to achieve more uniform
signal intensity and higher axial sensitivity than that by
CSD-OCT. Particularly, for large thickness of the target sam-
ple, the shift-multiplexing CSD-OCT system can perform
the optimized tomographic imaging with more uniform
brightness and clarity, as shown in Fig. 3(a).
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Moreover, for the thickness of the target sample larger
than the maximum imaging depth of CSD-OCT system,
our proposed method can effectively extend the detection
depth. In the glass slides, the maximum image depth of
our CSD-OCT system is ∼3.1 mm. And the thickness of
the two-layer glass slides is ∼2.4 mm, which is less than
the maximum detection depth of 3.1 mm. In the second
experiment, the real thickness of the target sample consisting
of three-layer glass slides is ∼3.6 mm, which is greater than
the maximum detection depth of our system for the glass
media. Accordingly, the maximum detection depth of the
CSD-OCT system is larger than the thickness of the two-
layer glass slides, but is less than the thickness of the
three-layer glass slides. Herein, the effective detection
range, the shift spacing, and the phase shifting angle take

the same values as those in the preceding experiment.
Due to the increase of the detection range, 12 interference
patterns are recorded by the CCD camera, corresponding to
the 12 primary detection positions with equal spacing from
the first inner surface of the sample, respectively. The com-
posite tomographic image and the curve of depth-dependent
signal intensity of three-layer glass slides are obtained by our
proposed system, as shown in Fig. 5.

The four signal peaks from left to right of the curve in
Fig. 5(b) indicate the measured signal intensities of the
front surface of the first slide, the laminated layer of the
rear surface of the first slide and the front surface of the sec-
ond slide, the laminated layer of the rear surface of the sec-
ond slide and the front surface of the third slide, and the rear
surface of the third slide. Accordingly, all the layer structure

Fig. 3 The result of two-layer glass slides with shift-multiplexing CSD-OCT. (a) The composite tomo-
graphic image. (b) The curve of signal intensity. (The scaling parameter is taken as 3.1 μm optical
path length per pixel.)

Fig. 4 The result of the two-layer glass slides with CSD-OCT. (a) The tomogram. (b) The curve of signal
intensity. (The scaling parameter is taken as 3.1 μm optical path length per pixel.)
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information of the three-layer slides is yielded by using our
proposed OCT system. The loss of the reflection light and
transmission light is irresistible, which occurs in all the
OCT detection processes. The light intensity of the reflected
beam as a detection signal decreases with the penetration
distance of transmission light into the sample because of
the transmission loss and absorption loss. When the light
beam reaches the fourth surface from the top to bottom,
its light intensity gradually decreases, so that the light inten-
sity of the incident beam into the fourth surface is the lowest.
Thus, the intensity of the reflected light from the fourth sur-
face is lower than any one of the other surfaces. The loss of
the reflected light and transmission light depends on both the
optical property and internal structure feature of the sample,
and the wavelength of the light source. The shift-multiplex-
ing CSD-OCT technique can deal with signal degradation of
the system itself, but it is not applicable to reduce the light
loss mentioned above.

In the next experiment, a piece of muskmelon is used as
a high scattering sample to be detected. The tomograms of
a flesh slice of no-skin muskmelon with CSD-OCTand shift-
multiplexing CSD-OCT methods are shown in Figs. 6(a) and
6(b), respectively, with the transverse scanning length of
6 mm (B-scan). We set the scanning speed of the system
to ∼10 Hz, and it takes 2 to 3 min for collecting and pro-
cessing to get the detection result of the sample based on
the performance of instruments. In our shift-multiplexing
CSD-OCT setup, the tomographic image of no-skin musk-
melon is obtained by assembling the cropping images at
the five primary detection positions with the shift spacing of
250 μm and with B-scan detection. By comparing the images
indicated with the dashed boxes in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), we
can observe a little better signal intensity of the no-skin
muskmelon’s flesh by shift-multiplexing CSD-OCT than by
CSD-OCT.

The above experimental results show that the shift-multi-
plexing CSD-OCT can achieve an effective imaging for the
large detection depth that is beyond the maximum imaging
depth of CSD-OCT system.

4 Conclusion
We have proposed a new shift-multiplexing CSD-OCT
system, the imaging depth of which is greatly extended
by incorporating the shift-multiplexing detection positions
with CSD-OCT technique. We also demonstrate experimen-
tally the tomographic imaging with two-layer slides, three-
layer slides, and no-skin muskmelon’s flesh as the target
samples with our proposed method. The results show that
the shift-multiplexing CSD-OCT technique can achieve the
optimized tomographic image with more uniform brightness
and clarity for the different depth areas of a thick sample,
and is effective for the tomographic imaging of larger
detection depth beyond the maximum imaging depth of
CSD-OCT system. From the results, it is concluded that

Fig. 5 The result of three-layer glass slides in shift-multiplexing CSD-OCT system. (a) The composite
tomographic image. (b) The curves of signal intensity. (The scaling parameter is taken as 3.1 μm optical
path length per pixel.)

Fig. 6 The tomographic image of no-skin muskmelon (a) with CSD-
OCT. and (b) with shift-multiplexing CSD-OCT. (The scaling param-
eter is taken as 3.1 μm optical path length per pixel.)
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the shift-multiplexing CSD-OCT, as compared with CSD-
OCT, can perform the desired detection even for increasing
imaging depth without any change of instruments in the
OCT system.

Moreover, the parameters of shift spacing and effective
detection range can be selectively valued according to the
required detection, and thus this method is flexible to detect
the continuous or separated areas of the target sample.
Additionally, by considering that imaging sensitivity
declines observably with the detected region away from
the position of the mirror’s virtual image, a higher sensitivity
area near the DC term in a tomographic image can be fully
utilized to achieve tomographic imaging with more uniform
brightness and clarity by shift-multiplexing CSD-OCT. In
a practical application, the trade-off between the sensitivity
and the time-consumption should be considered. But it will
not waste much time to move the primary detection points. In
the above experiments, the movement of primary detection
point consumes ∼0.5 s, which is at the scanning speed’s
order of magnitude, so we think it is acceptable. The
shift-multiplexing CSD-OCT technique can be promisingly
used in multilayer optical disc readout, jewelry identifica-
tion, solutions or liquor detection, and so on. In these
areas, it is commonly required to increase imaging depth
for the detection object. Thus, we can say that the shift-multi-
plexing CSD-OCT has a great potential to extend detection
depth for tomographic imaging and to enhance the flexibility
of detection in the applications of OCT.
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